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ABSTRACT 

Experience in domain specific modeling can be captured and abstracted in a Domain Specific Modeling Language 

(DSML). Modeling with a DSML results in quality models. Patterns of Enterprise Application Architecture 

(PofEAA) is a rich set of patterns that can be used by designers when designing (modeling) web-based 

enterprise applications. 

This paper aims at defining a DSML based on PofEAA patterns, as well as providing tool support for 

designing web-based enterprise applications that use these patterns. We have built a DSML using the profile 

extension mechanism of UML, by defining stereotypes. In addition to the proposed profile, we have 

implemented the structure and behavior of PofEAA patterns in Rational Software Architecture (RSA) which 

is resulted in a tool that facilitates the design of software for designers. To show the usefulness of the tool, 

we have used it for modeling two small systems based on the PofEAA patterns. The results show that many of 

the design is automated and the modeling speed is increased. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the complexity of modern software systems, it is de rigueur to build a model of the 

system prior to implementation. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a de facto 

standard for modeling software systems and is well-known for being a general purpose 

modeling language (Booch, Jacobson, & Rumbaugh, 1998). Alongside the increasing variety 

in software projects comes the need for specialization within specific domains. Hence, in spite 

of numerous advantages of general purpose modeling languages, when the aim is to create a 

model for a specific domain, restrictions may arise for designers that reduce the speed of 

modeling (Fuentes-Fernandez & Vallecillo-Moreno, 2004). Software engineers have a special 

interest in utilizing domain-specific concepts when building their models (Selic, 2007). 

Models are the primary artifacts in model driven engineering (MDE). As such, the quality 

assessment of models is an important issue in MDE (Zamani & Butler, 2013). Additionally, 

the emergence of the MDE paradigm has increased interest in domain specific modeling 

languages (DSMLs). Since DSMLs are more expressive, solve complexity better, and render 

modeling simpler, they are becoming more common ( Tolvanen, 2006). In this regard, in the 

general purpose language of UML, a method is provided for extending this language to 

different domains, i.e., via the option of defining a “UML profile”. A UML profile consists of 

stereotypes, tagged values, and constraints. By using this option, one can extend UML to 



 

support the concepts of a particular domain (OMG, 2011). 

In a bid to produce quality models, designers apply best practices that are introduced by the 

experts as patterns. “A pattern is a solution to a problem in a context” (Zamani & Butler, 

2013). As a useful set of patterns, Martin Fowler’s Patterns of Enterprise Application 

Architecture (PofEAA) (Fowler, 2002) is used for modeling enterprise applications. When 

using patterns for designing a large software system, a developer is required to have 

significant experience working with patterns. The problem is that, the beginners and novice 

designers in this area may make mistakes in selecting the right pattern and in applying the 

pattern correctly, which will lead to low quality software. Therefore, it will be helpful to 

establish an approach that will make the process of designing a system using the relationships 

between patterns easier. One way of doing so will be to have a DSML for the patterns that 

assist the designer through the process of modeling the system, which is a DSML that 

supports selected patterns and the relationships between these patterns. 

In this work, we considered PofEAA patterns as our domain concepts. We organize our 

defined DSML as a UML 2.0 Profile (OMG, 2011). A UML 2.0 profile provides language 

constructs such as stereotypes and tagged values, which allow for attaching domain specific 

semantic, thus enabling us to customize UML for our domain and apply domain specific 

modeling (DSM). However, we discovered that simply defining a UML profile was not 

adequate when using patterns as concepts, e.g., we were unable to create a class, attribute, or 

relationship with constraints or tagged values, and could not express other behaviors with 

object constraint language (OCL) or tagged values. Similarly, in the case of using patterns of 

PofEAA as concepts of our domain, we need to define the behavior of these pattern in order to 

use them correctly. Due to the fact that Rational Software Architecture (RSA)1 
has included 

GoF design patterns, and designers can use them for their modeling, hence, we try to add 

PofEAA patterns to this tool as well, to help designers in using them correctly. We have 

implemented PofEAA patterns in RSA; also we have defined a UML profile in RSA that 

presents PofEAA patterns concepts. Profile can be used by designers while modeling the 

system; it is also used for implementing patterns completely. As our case study, we show that 

how the proposed tool can be used in designing an online shopping and hotel management 

system. 

To summarize, the contribution of this paper is as follows: 

 A UML profile which is a DSML to present concepts of the Patterns of Enterprise 

Application Architecture (PofEAA). 

 A plugin with pattern templates that demonstrates pattern’s structure and behavior and 

helps designer to design enterprise systems with PofEAA. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work regarding different 

UML profiles and patterns. Section 3 introduces PofEAA patterns briefly and shows their 

whole architecture, and describes two patterns in terms of their structure and behavior. Section 

4 describes our work and contains the definition of UML profile, pattern authoring process, 

                                                           
1
 https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/downloads/r/architect/  



 

and how to implement the behavior of patterns. Section 5 contains the case study in which we 

design online shopping and hotel management models with our tool. Section 6 concludes the 

paper. 

2. RELATED WORK 

In the following, we discuss the main research that is performed in the area of profiles and 

patterns. 

Hatebure and Heisel ( Hatebur & Heisel, 2010) have proposed a UML profile that supports a 

pattern- and model-based software development process. This profile is based on problem 

frame and checks the model with OCL constraints that are defined for this profile. The authors 

call this profile UML4PF, which is an Eclipse plugin that extends the EMF meta-model.  This 

profile focuses on ensuring that problem frames are instantiated correctly. 

Cóté and Heisel (Cote & Heisel, 2011) proposed a method to perform the evolutionary 

requirements engineering, where new requirements have to be analyzed in the context of a set 

of already given requirements. Moreover, they extend their UML profile (UML4PF) to handle 

evolutionary requirements evolution that is part of a complete software evolution process. 

Hoang et al. (Hoang , Furst , & Raymo, 2013) proposed a methodology for reusing existing 

models in Event- B design pattern that uses for modeling complex systems. With this method- 

ology, developers can use design patterns of GoF for Event-B. The authors also implemented 

their pattern as a plugin in RODIN platform. These patterns can be used for constructing 

model of systems. 

Zamani and Butler (Zamani & Butler, 2013) proposed a UML profile based upon a subset of 

PofEAA patterns which is developed for verification of the application of a pattern language 

in a UML design. In this work, UML profile is implemented in ArgoUML tool. This profile 

helps designer in detecting problems early in the design process. 

Rouhi and Zamani (Rouhi & Zamani, 2017) proposed a process for generating a verifier for a 

pattern language. The process, which is also implemented as a tool, is called PLVGen. The 

prerequisite to use this tool is that the patterns of the pattern language as well as the 

relationship between the patterns first must be defined using two specific languages, called 

PSL and PLSL. As one of their case studies, the authors have built a pattern language verifier 

for PofEAA patterns.   

Ongsiriporn and Senivongse (Ongsiriporn & Senivongse, 2013) proposed a UML profile for 

fault tolerance patterns in building a design model for any fault tolerant service-based system. 

The profile covers three out of five groups of fault tolerance patterns that are architecture level 

patterns, error detection, and recovery. 

Among the above research, more related work to ours are (Fuentes-Fernandez & Vallecillo-

Moreno, 2004), (Zamani & Butler, 2013) and (Ongsiriporn & Senivongse, 2013), that define a 

UML profile for a group of patterns in variety of tools, similar to what we are doing. However 



 

we defined patterns for using their structure and behavior, the work that is similar to Hoang et 

al. (Hoang , Furst , & Raymo, 2013). They have implemented their pattern in RODIN 

platform for Event-B patterns, but we implemented PofEAA patterns in RSA tool. That 

means, our work differs from their work both in terms of the patterns that are implemented 

and in terms of the platform which is used for implementations. 

 

3. PATTERNS OF ENTERPRISE APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE   (POFEAA) 

The main idea of these patterns, as a whole, is a three-layer architecture for web-based 

enterprise applications. These patterns are applicable for object-oriented platforms. Over fifty 

patterns are introduced as design solutions. Most of these fifty patterns fit into one of the three 

layers and the others are either base patterns or patterns that address object relational issues. 

There are a number of highlighted design problems considered in PofEAA that are common 

while building enterprise applications. For example:  

 How to communicate with the user?  

 How to access data source?  

 How to organize business logic? 

A designer can find various answers for these kinds of questions based upon a number of 

conditions, e.g., the platform he is working on, knowledge of developers, complexity of 

business logic for each scenario. The author of PofEAA expresses that their patterns should 

not be regarded as a unique solution for enterprise application design. In other words, these 

patterns show the alternatives which a designer can select from (Fowler, 2002). 

As noted before, Fowler has chosen three layers to form the architecture of an enterprise 

application. But the set of patterns is organized into eight groups as per following. 

 Presentation Layer patterns deal with displaying information and handling user 

requests. This layer is responsible for providing the interface to interact with the user 

and respond to his/her requests. 

 Domain Layer which is often called “business logic layer,” deals with domain 

concepts and fulfills the requests. 

 Data Source Layer is responsible for communicating with the database, the messaging 

system, and other external applications. 

 Object-Relational patterns are applied when a relational database is used for storing 

the objects. There are 16 patterns in this group which are divided into three subgroups 

named Structural, Behavioral, and Metadata Mapping. 

 Distribution patterns address the issues of distributing an application on different 

nodes. 

 Offline Concurrency patterns are simple techniques that help the designer deal with 

concurrency control issues, although they are merely starting points and there is no 

guarantee that they can cure all concurrency problems. 

 Session State patterns address the issues of having stateless versus stateful sessions. 



 

 Base patterns contain 11 patterns which are more general and localized, and will be 

referred in the discussion of other patterns. 

For Presentation Layer, usually we are using Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture. 

There are two sets of patterns, one is for control part, and the other is for view part. Two 

patterns for control part are Front Controller and Page Controller. Based upon the choice 

made for domain layer, the technology we are using, and the complexity of user requests, we 

may choose patterns for Presentation Layer. For example, Front Controller fits best with Java 

technology and object-oriented modeling of domain concepts in Domain Layer (called 

Domain Model pattern), while Page Controller is simpler and could be used with a simple 

pattern for Domain Layer such as Transactions Script. 

For Domain Layer, there are four patterns: Transaction Script, Domain Model, Table Module, 

and Service Layer. Transaction Script is used when the designer does not want to model this 

layer with object-oriented technology. For each transaction of the system, the corresponding 

code is written inside a method or a separate class. When developers are not familiar with 

object-oriented technology, this choice is probably the best one for business logic layer. On 

the other hand, Domain Model is based upon object-oriented design of domain concepts. This 

is the most appropriate choice for object-oriented developers using technologies such as Java 

or C++. Table Module works best for people working with .Net or Visual Studio, which have 

facilities for things like Record Set that is a base pattern. As Fowler says, these patterns are 

not mutually exclusive, i.e., the designer may select Transaction Script for part of the domain 

logic and Table Module or Domain Model for other parts. A common approach in handling 

domain logic is to split the domain layer into two layers. A Service Layer is placed over an 

underlying Domain Model or Table Module. Usually you only get this with a Domain Model 

or Table Module since a domain layer that uses only Transaction Script is not complex 

enough to warrant a separate layer (Fowler, 2002). 

In Data Source Layer, depending on the choice made for Domain Layer and the complexity of 

the use case, along with properties of database, designer will select which pattern to use to 

talk to the database. Sometimes there is a simple mapping between the objects and the 

database tables but this mapping is not always straightforward. There are two patterns named 

Mapper and Gateway to solve this problem. A layer of Mappers that calls Data Mapper, is 

used when there is a cross table transaction to access the information needed to construct an 

object, but Gateway simply packs the queries for one table and used when a domain object 

can fulfill its assigned tasks just by accessing one table. There are two kinds of Gateways: 

Table Data Gateway and Row Data Gateway. One instance of the former handles all the rows 

in the table, which usually contains a mini table such as Record Set, but for the latter, there is 

one instance per each row of a table. Sometimes a user request is responded by just one 

domain object talking to just one database table. In these cases, the logic in the domain object 

and the queries in the gateway can be combined in an object called Active Record, which is 

another pattern of this layer. 

Object-Relational patterns are applied when the relational database is used for storing the 

objects. The patterns in this group are divided into three sub- groups named Structural, 



 

Behavioral, and Metadata Mapping. The first deals with the problem of relating objects to 

tables, the second concerns about loading and saving objects to the database, and the third is 

related to the actual task of object-relational mapping. Single Table Inheritance, and Class 

Table Inheritance are example patterns in the first group; Unit of Work and Identity Map are 

examples in the second group; Metadata Mapping and Query Object are examples in the third 

group. 

In Distribution patterns group there are two patterns: Remote Facade and Data Transfer 

Object. The Remote Facade minimizes the difficulties that the coarse-grained interface 

introduces. This is achieved when only the objects that really need a remote service get the 

coarse-grained method (Fowler, 2002). Each call to Remote Facade is expensive. Therefore, 

to reduce the number of such calls and transfer more data with each call, one way is to use lots 

of parameters. But, it is often impossible with languages such as Java that return only a single 

value. In such cases, one can create a Data Transfer Object to hold all the data for the call 

(Fowler, 2002). 

For offline concurrency patterns, there exist two choices: Optimistic Offline Lock and 

Pessimistic Offline Lock. The former essentially uses optimistic concurrency control across 

the business transactions (Fowler, 2002). This only shows that if a transaction fails, the cost of 

discovery is high. The latter shows early if there is a problem but its programing is harder. If 

someone wants to manage the concurrency of a group of objects together, a Coarse-Grained 

Lock is recommended.  The other choice is Implicit Lock, which does not need developers to 

manage locks directly. This has two advantages for the designer, in terms of save in time and 

prohibiting the bugs that are hard to find (Fowler, 2002). 

In Session State pattern group, there are three patterns that are ways to store session state. The 

first one is Client Session State that stores the data on the client. The second one is Server 

Session State that simply keeps the data in memory between requests. The third option is 

Database Session State which proposes storing the session state somewhere more durable as a 

serialized object. The object can be stored on the physical disk of the server, or it can be 

placed in a shared data source. This is a server-side storage, but it needs the data to be 

decomposed into tables and fields and storing it in the database (Fowler, 2002). 

Base patterns group contains more general patterns, Gateway,  Mapper, Layer Super Type, 

and Value Object, to name a few. 

4. PROPOSED DSML AND TOOL SUPPORT 

In order to design an enterprise application in a domain, we need to model that application 

using domain concepts; however, such concepts do not exist in the standard UML. Hence, we 

have to define a UML profile (in fact, a DSML) to have our domain concepts in the modeling 

language. Since our domain concepts are PofEAA patterns, we must define a profile for these 

patterns.  By defining a UML profile we define stereotypes, tagged values, and OCL 

constraints; however, this way, designers have to know about the pattern structure, and the 

relations between the pattern elements. In this work, to present patterns completely, we have 



 

defined pattern concepts within a UML profile. In addition, we specify the pattern structure 

and behavior within a plugin. As a result, we have defined the patterns such that when we 

apply a pattern on a model, the patterns’ structure is automatically constructed. 

In the following sections, first we elaborate on the research methodology that is adopted in 

this work. Then we explain about how the pattern structures are specified. Then, we elaborate 

about the proposed UML profile, and last we show how a plugin is implemented in RSA as a 

tool which includes all PofEAA patterns. 

The methodology that is applied in this research includes the following steps. First, the 

domain of enterprise applications must be explored to extract the domain concepts of the 

desired DSML. This step is inspired by the approach proposed by Selic (Selic, 2007). To do 

this step, we have based our work on the PofEAA book (Fowler, 2002), i.e., the domain 

concepts are the pattern names that are introduced in that book. Second, a UML profile 

consisting of a set of stereotypes and tag values should be defined.  Third, the structure and 

behavior of the patterns must be implemented in a tool to be used by the designers. In the 

following, the details of these three steps are explained. 

4.1  Pattern Structure 

Patterns consist of concepts, structure, and behavior; and for full implementation of them in a 

language, all these three features should be implemented. To make it clearer, we explain on 

two sample patterns from PofEAA. 

As the first sample pattern, consider the Front Controller pattern. As indicated in Figure 1, it 

has three main classes and three operations, which are the concepts of this pattern. These 

concepts and the relations between them build the structure of pattern; however, the changes 

that the pattern makes in the model shows its behavior. For example, as behavior of Front 

Controller, if there exist concrete command classes in the model, then with applying Front 

Controller pattern, it creates abstract command class as well as a handler. This pattern gets 

one or more classes as concrete commands and adds “Concrete Command” stereotype, that is 

defined in our profile, to these classes, then makes an abstract class as an abstract command 

and an interface as a handler; then it makes a relationship between them and also creates their 

methods. Finally, it creates the structure of pattern in the model. 

 

Figure 1. The Front Controller Pattern (Fowler, 2002) 



 

As the second sample pattern, consider the Data Mapper pattern that is shown in Figure 2. It 

has four concepts: a class named Data Mapper and three operations called insert, update, and 

delete. With applying this pattern on an object, it creates a mapper package, an object mapper 

class in it, and creates operations for it as the behavior of this pattern. 

 
Figure 2. The Data Mapper Pattern (Fowler, 2002) 

4.2 Defining UML Profile for PofEAA 

We have defined A UML profile for PofEAA set in RSA. As it is mentioned earlier, the 

concepts of patterns can be presented by a profile. In this work, concepts of PofEAA patterns 

are presented by the PofEAA Profile that is defined in RSA. Because of the second part of this 

project, the profile only contains stereotypes; i.e., constraints are implemented by the plugin. 

Since there exist various kinds of concepts in a pattern, each pattern may consists of more 

than one stereotype. For example, Front Controller pattern consists of the following 

stereotypes: «ConcreteCommand», «AbstractCommand», «Handler», «doGet», and «doPost». 

The first three extend the Class MetaClass, but «doGet»and «doPost» extend the Operation 

MetaClass. After extracting all the concepts of PofEAA patterns and creating corresponding 

stereotypes, we reached to a profile that consists of 94 stereotypes from 5 MetaClasses of 

UML. These MetaClasses are as follows: Package, Class, Property, Operation, and Interface. 

4.3 PofEAA Pattern Plugin 

When domain concepts are patterns, just defining UML profile could not be adequate to help 

designer, because each pattern has both structure and behavior. In this work, because of 

selecting PofEAA patterns as language concepts, a plugin is presented for providing the 

structure and behavior of patterns. The plugin is implemented in RSA using its Pattern 

Authoring template. After creating the plugin, patterns can be created in the plugin project. 

For defining patterns, some fields must be filled; these fields consist of Pattern Name, 

Parameters, and Groups. Figure 3 shows the window for defining a new pattern in RSA. 



 

 

Figure 3.  Defining Pattern and its Parameters 

After defining patterns, their structure and behavior are implemented with programming in 

Java classes. To apply a pattern on a model, it may take some parameters from the model. As 

a result, after defining a pattern, we can define its parameters. After defining parameters for a 

new pattern, for each parameter, an “expand” method is created for pattern in its Java class 

that takes parameter as an input argument. In addition, when we define dependency between 

two parameters, it creates an “update” method for pattern in its Java class that has two 

dependent parameters as arguments. These two methods are the place where to define 

pattern’s behavior. 

For example, we want to implement the Data Mapper pattern. That is “a layer of Mappers that 

moves data between objects and a database while keeping them independent of each other and 

the mapper itself” (Fowler, 2002). When this pattern is applied on a domain model object, if 

there is not a data source package next to the domain package, the pattern creates it beside the 

domain model package, and then creates a mapper class that contains “insert”, “update”, and 

“delete” methods for input objects from the domain model. In addition, this pattern associates 

these two classes to each other. Figure 4 shows a code excerpt that implements the above 

mentioned behavior. 



 

 

Figure 4. Partial Code of Data Mapper Pattern Behavior 

After defining the plugin and its patterns, for using patterns in designing a model, it should be 

added to RSA. To have patterns in RSA, plugin project must be exported into Reusable Asset 

Specification (RAS) asset file and then be imported into RSA. After that, a new group will 

appear in Pattern Explorer window in Modeling Perspective, as it is shown in Figure 5. The 

new group contains subgroups and patterns that are created inside it. 

 

Figure 5. Patterns in Modeling Perspective 



 

5. CASE STUDY 

So far we have implemented a DSML for PofEAA set with the profile solution. Also, a 

pattern plugin is developed for this set, which can be used for modeling web based systems. In 

this section we show the usefulness of the proposed DSML and tool via two examples. 

As our first case study, we use PofEAA patterns in modeling a Hotel Management System. 

The objects in this system are as follows: Manager, Guest, Receptionist, Bill, Rooms, 

HouseKeeping, FoodItems, Chef, and Inventory. Each object has a responsibility and is 

related to other objects, as is presented in Figure 6. 

To enrich the design model of the system, we use the PofEAA patterns. In this example, we 

use Transform View, Page Controller, Model-View-Controller, Data Mapper, Inheritance 

Mapper, Query Object, Repository and Embedded Value patterns. For example, in applying 

Page Controller pattern, for the first time, a controller package is created, and then two classes 

with «BaseController» and «PageController» stereotypes are created in it, automatically with 

created Page Controller pattern. But, after that, for each application of this pattern, a class for 

input class with «PageController» stereotype is added to the controller package. As another 

example, consider applying the Repository pattern. For applying this pattern, a class with its 

Identity attribute is introduced to pattern as an argument. At the first step, this pattern adds the 

«Repository» stereotype to Data Source package, and then if there is not any applied Query 

Object pattern on the input class before, it creates a class with «Repositorycls» stereotype in 

Data Source package for input class, and removes the relationship between the input class and 

its Mapper class, and places the class with «Repositorycls» stereotype between them. 

Otherwise, if there is an applied Query Object pattern on input class before, it creates a class 

with «Repositorycls» stereotype in Data Source package for input class with the structure that 

can be seen in Figure 7 (b). Applying Repository pattern, without applying Query Object and 

after applying Query Object pattern is presented in Figure 7. The completed model after 

applying all appropriate patterns is shown in Figure 8. 



 

 

Figure 6. Domain Objects of the Hotel Management System 

 
Figure 7. Applying Repository Pattern (a) Without Query Object (b) After Applying Query Object 



 

 

Figure 8. Hotel Management Model after Applying Appropriate Patterns 



 

Another example of a system that is selected for modeling with these patterns is an Online 

Shopping System. This system contains the following objects: Shopping Cart, Web User, 

Customer, Account, Product, Payment, Line Item and Order. These objects and their 

relationships are illustrated in Figure 9. The figure shows the Domain Model packages well as 

a Request package, which contains some requests to domain model objects. 

 
Figure 9. Online Shopping Objects 

To enrich the design of this system with PofEAA patterns, first we apply Domain Model 

pattern. This will add «DomainModel» stereotype to OnlineShop package that is introduced as 

domain model to this pattern. Also, this pattern added «DomainObject» stereotype to all the 

objects inside the Online Shop package. After that, we applied Front Controller pattern on 

Request package’s objects. For applying this pattern, classes in the Request package are 

introduced to Front Controller pattern as Concrete Command classes. After applying, it 

creates two classes in the Request package. One of them has «Abstract Command» stereotype 

and the other one has «FrontController» stereotype. Also, this pattern relates these two new 

classes with existing classes that are introduced to pattern before. Figure 10 presented before 



 

and after applying Front Controller pattern on this model. To complete the model of the 

system, we apply Template View, Data Mapper and Data Transfer Object patterns, after 

applying Domain Model and Front Controller pattern. Finally, the model of this system is 

changed into the model that is presented in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 10. The Process of Applying Front Controller Pattern 

Using the proposed tool, many of the objects are produced automatically. Table 1 shows the 

objects that are created automatically after applying patterns; this can show how the tool has 

speeded up the modeling process. For example, if creating a class takes a minute, in each of 

these systems, 16 minutes of designer’s time is saved. In addition, the quality of the models is 

higher, since the pattern structure is created by the tool. 

Table 1. Automatically Created Objects 

 Hotel Management System Online Shopping System 

Class 16 16 

Attribute 25 0 

Operation 20 16 

Association 26 23 

Package 4 4 

Type of Stereotype 13 13 



 

 
Figure 11. Online Shopping Model after Applying PofEAA Patterns 

6. CONCLUSION 

We proposed that if domain concepts are patterns, just defining UML profile could not be 

adequate to help designers, because of patterns structure and behavior. Hence, we defined a 

UML profile and a plugin in RSA that implements the structure and behavior of PofEAA set. 



 

With this tool, after applying a pat- tern, its structure is created in model and its behavior is 

automatically applied. Then, we used performed two case studies with the developed tool and 

observed that, the tool helps designer in increasing the design speed and improving the quality 

of models. 

In this work, we presented a UML profile that consists of 94 stereotypes which demonstrate 

the concepts of selected domain. Also, because of selecting PofEAA patterns as language 

concepts, a plugin is presented for providing the structure and behavior of patterns for 

designers. The plugin is presented in RSA with Pattern Authoring template. After creating the 

plugin, patterns can be created in plugin project. Patterns structure and behavior are 

implemented by programming in Java classes. 

To evaluate the proposed language and tool, two examples of various enterprise systems are 

modeled using them. The results show that, using this profile the required concepts of patterns 

is easily accessible for designer. On the other hand, using the tool that is created as a plugin, 

in addition to the increased speed in applying the profile on the existing elements of the 

model, the structure and behavior of patterns can be automatically generated in the model; 

while just using the profile, designer has to create such structures manually. This means 

improvement in the speed of modeling. This approach alleviates system modeling in the same 

way as code templates do in Integrated Development Environments (IDEs). 
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